Get the most from your membership.
Whether you are a seasoned or newly established AMCP Member, you are among an exclusive group of professionals dedicated to getting patients the medications they need at a cost they can afford.

Like you, I know that the managed care pharmacy profession is a calling, and AMCP-exclusive member benefits are key to your success. I hope you find this member guide useful for discovering new ways to get the most out of your AMCP member experience.

If you have any questions, please reach out to us at memberservices@amcp.org or visit us online at www.amcp.org.

Sincerely,

Susan A. Cantrell, RPh, CAE
AMCP CEO

If you need more information or have questions about membership, please contact us at memberservices@amcp.org or 703.684.2600

= Member-Only Benefits
AMCP's new website gives you a 24/7 connection to all the professional resources, tools, and information you need to stay up to date in the managed care pharmacy profession. Website highlights include:

- From COVID-19 to value-based care, our new resource center is your one-stop-shop for AMCP information. You can search by subject area, resource type, publication and your role.

- **AMCP’s Daily Dose**
  - Current and past issues of the *Journal of Managed Care + Specialty Pharmacy (JMCP)*

- Online continuing education opportunities — *many are free and discounted for members*

- **AMCP’s Membership Directory**
  - AMCP Career Center

- **AMCP Webinar Archives** — includes several members only webinars
  - Meetings information

Much of AMCP’s website is restricted to **Members Only**. Your username is typically your member ID or email. If you can’t remember your password, you can reset it online. For assistance with your account, contact memberservices@amcp.org.

---

You can update your address and other information at any time by clicking on your name in the top right corner after you login.
AMCP Meetings
The Perfect Educational and Networking Venue

AMCP hosts two national meetings each year: the AMCP Annual Meeting in the spring and AMCP Nexus every fall. AMCP members receive a substantial discount on registration for both!

Both events draw thousands of the nation’s top managed care pharmacy leaders, and feature renowned keynote speakers, an array of cutting-edge educational sessions, extensive networking opportunities and an exhibit hall of companies and organizations sharing their latest innovations and services.

AMCP Nexus 2020 Virtual
Week of October 19

AMCP 2021
April 13-16, 2021 | San Francisco, CA

AMCP Nexus 2021
October 19–October 22, 2021 | Denver, CO

AMCP 2022
March 29–April 1, 2022 | Chicago, IL

Grow Your Network

At AMCP’s national meetings, you can connect with colleagues who are shaping managed care pharmacy. Networking is one of the top reasons attendees tell us they come to our meetings! AMCP recognizes the importance of networking throughout the year so we have developed a variety of ways in which you can interact with your colleagues through virtual and local events.
» **AMCP Affiliates**

*Looking to grow your network locally?* AMCP’s Affiliates connect you with AMCP members in your area and serve as a local resource on managed care pharmacy. All AMCP Affiliates are member driven, giving you plenty of opportunities to take an active role!

AMCP has the following Affiliates: **Florida, Georgia, Great Plains, Midwest, Northeast, Northwest, Ohio-Kentucky, Southwest and Utah**. Visit [www.amcp.org/affiliates](http://www.amcp.org/affiliates) to learn more.

» **AMCP’s Online Membership Directory**

Use AMCP’s online directory to reach colleagues from across the United States. It’s a great way to connect with your fellow members. This resourceful tool gives you real-time contact information and is searchable by name, location, expertise and position.

» **AMCP Associate Organizations**

To encourage state level activity among members, AMCP has developed formal relationships with several state organizations. These relationships help facilitate ways for AMCP members to be active in professional matters in their local area. Current AMCP Associate Organizations include the Arizona Pharmacy Association, the California Pharmacists Association, the Indiana Pharmacists Association, the Kansas Pharmacists Association, the Maryland Pharmacists Association, the Minnesota Pharmacists Association and the Tennessee Pharmacists Association.
» **AMCP on Social Media — @amcporg**
Participate in AMCP LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook groups and connect with thousands of professionals who share your interests. Join the discussion on issues that are important to you. It’s a great way to expand your professional network with health care professionals around the world.

TIP
AMCP’s LinkedIn group is a great way to get feedback on that “important” question. With almost 15,000 followers, you are sure to find your answer!

» **AMCP Collaborate**
To get patients the medication they need at a cost they can afford, we need to work together. AMCP Collaborate is a way for members to virtually discuss common issues, exchange ideas and learn from each other. Participate in our Members Only Open Forum or our Student Open Forum and see how we can all work together more. [collaborate.amcp.org](http://collaborate.amcp.org)

“The ability to interface with people from all areas of the industry is invaluable — to be able to make connections, broaden your horizons and know where the trends are. That’s a big value to me.”

Rob Coppola
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2007
Stay on the Leading Edge

In today’s fast-changing health care environment, AMCP provides the tools and information you need to understand the issues and how they affect you and the patients you serve.

» Journal of Managed Care & Specialty Pharmacy (JMCP)
Be the first to know about the latest research in managed care pharmacy. JMCP is dedicated to improving the quality of care delivered to patients by providing readers with the results of scientific investigation and evaluation of the health and economic outcomes of pharmacy services and interventions. Our new JMCP sections, Perspectives on Value and Viewpoints, presents multiple perspectives on key issues. JMCP is sent to all Active and Associate members monthly and is always available at www.jmcp.org.

AMCP Daily Dose™
This e-publication keeps you up to date on the news and information affecting you today. Pulled from news sources across the country, AMCP’s Daily Dose™ is delivered to all members’ inbox each weekday morning.

AMCP News & Views
Stay abreast of the latest AMCP news and information via this monthly e-newsletter. Get updates about AMCP’s ongoing advocacy efforts, coalition involvement and more!

Check out our new Resource Center on www.amcp.org. Browse by subject area and refine your search by publication, resource type and much more!
AMCP eDossier System
The AMCP eDossier System is a centralized, evidence-based product evaluation website that assists individuals with responsibilities for product assessment and utilization management in managed care and integrated care organizations. The system provides health care decision makers with: (a) research from leading scientific resources, (b) insights from peers, health technology assessments (HTAs) and other authoritative reviews, and (c) tools to evaluate new products. Members who are involved in the formulary decision making process have free access to this important tool. www.formularydecisions.com

COVID-19 Resources
Not only is the COVID-19 pandemic quickly changing the health care landscape, but it’s also changing how managed care tools are applied. To help you stay informed, AMCP created COVID-19 Resources for Managed Care Pharmacy. This resource center is designed to aggregate timely information for AMCP members and stakeholders. A second resource available to members is the AMCP Daily Dose: COVID-19 Weekly Edition. Every Saturday, members receive an email bulletin containing the latest news headlines about the pandemic that is the most relevant to managed care pharmacy professionals.

TIP
Check out our new Resource Center on www.amcp.org. Browse by subject area and refine your search by publication, resource type and much more!
Biologics & Biosimilars Collective Intelligence Consortium (BBCIC)

The BBCIC is a non-profit, multi-stakeholder, collaborative, scientific public service initiative conducting rigorous post-marketing observational research to monitor biosimilar products and novel biologics for effectiveness and safety in a real-world setting. This research provides health plans, prescribers and patients with the evidence they need and the reassurance they want for making treatment and coverage decisions. Through a distributed research network, BBCIC leverages large sets of medical and pharmacy data from over 100-million patients.

www.bbcic.org

AMCP’s Where We Stand Position Statements and Policy Position Handouts

This series covers the positions that AMCP has taken over the years on a wide variety of managed care pharmacy topics, and explains the rationale for the position. They are ideal as background information for legislators, regulators and others needing information on managed care pharmacy.

“As a medical director actively involved in pharmacy management issues, I’ve found that research articles in JMCP, educational sessions at national meetings and updates via AMCP publications have helped me find solutions to challenges my company has faced in managing pharmacy and medical benefits issues for our members and their employers.”

Kenneth Schaecher, MD
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2004
As an AMCP member, you can count on AMCP to represent your professional interests when and where it matters the most. Through member involvement and ongoing efforts by AMCP’s staff, you can be assured that your voice will be heard by those who make the policy and regulatory decisions about managed care pharmacy.

**AMCP Legislative/Regulatory Briefing**
Stay up to date on recent legislative and regulatory developments, and actions that AMCP has taken on behalf of members in this monthly e-publication. Each edition includes links to the letters and comments sent to various federal agencies and lawmakers that lay out managed care pharmacy’s stance on the issues.

**Issue Overviews**
AMCP examines key legislative issues that are being addressed on the federal and state level and shares how you can help advance the issues.

**Partnership Forums**
AMCP Partnership Forums gather diverse stakeholders to take on key challenges and opportunities with the goal of improving patient care through collaborative discussions and program partnerships. Participants share information and expertise on issues of importance to the managed care industry and reflective of private and public health care priorities. Meeting proceedings are published in *JMCP* and members are informed of the outcomes via webinars. To view recent proceedings, go to [www.amcp.org/proceedings](http://www.amcp.org/proceedings)

“AMCP and members’ advocacy work is crucial to shaping the future of managed care pharmacy. It’s like playing the game versus being in the stands.”

Billy West, MBP, PharmD
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2000
AMCP Action Alerts

Your voice is an important part of AMCP’s grassroots advocacy program. AMCP Action Alerts utilizes Voter Voice to engage members in letter-writing campaigns to federal and state officials and regulators. Voter Voice automates the process of identifying your legislator(s) and emailing them to ask for their support. You receive an email when there is an important issue in your area urging you to take action and the system automatically populates your name and address field once you click the “take action” button. Advocating for managed care pharmacy has never been easier!

www.amcp.org/advocacy

TIP

View AMCP Legislation & Regulatory related webinars by clicking on the Resource Center on the homepage; choosing Webinars under Resource Type, and at the next screen choosing Legislation under TOPIC on the left bar. There you’ll find webinars such as AMCP’s Policy and Advocacy Focus Areas for 2020; Implications for Managed Care Pharmacy from the 2021 and 2022 Medicare Advantage and Part D Proposed Rule and more.
Whether you’re a student pharmacist looking for an internship, a post-graduate seeking further training through a residency, or a seasoned managed care professional exploring new career and professional development opportunities, AMCP helps you grow in your career every step of the way.

» AMCP’s Student Pharmacist Center
AMCP is proud to have student pharmacists as members; after all, they are the future of managed care pharmacy and AMCP! The Student Pharmacist Center offers great resources for students and student chapter activities. It includes information about experiential learning, internships and presentations on the different aspects of managed care. www.amcp.org/studentcenter

» AMCP’s Career Center
Connect with prospective employers with the AMCP’s new online Career Center. If you’re looking for a position in managed care pharmacy, make this resource your first stop. Not only can you post your résumé for potential employers to see, you can scan job postings by prospective employers. Finding new career opportunities will be much easier with AMCP on your side. careers.amcp.org

» AMCP’s Residencies Center
If you’re considering a residency in managed care pharmacy, you’ll want to browse AMCP’s current listing of available residencies. Visit www.amcp.org/residencies to begin your search for the residency that matches your professional goals.

» AMCP’s Conference Buddy Program
At each AMCP meeting, AMCP matches experienced professionals with student pharmacists or those new to the industry. This popular program is a must-do for those attending an AMCP meeting looking to give back or gain exposure to managed care pharmacy.
University of Florida Online Graduate Programs

AMCP is proud to offer a new benefit with the University of Florida College of Pharmacy. AMCP members receive 50% off their first and last course (up to a $2,250 value) in the Online MS program in Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy. UF’s flexible, online MS program is designed for working professionals for completion in 5 semesters and is taught by managed care experts and industry leaders. Apply now to secure your special AMCP/UF benefit.  
http://onlinepop.pharmacy.ufl.edu/

AMCP’s Awards Program

At each year’s Annual Meeting, AMCP presents awards to individuals who have exhibited excellence in serving AMCP and managed care pharmacy. More information on the awards can be found at www.amcp.org/Awards

Jefferson School of Population Health (JSPH)

AMCP members can receive JSPH’s corporate tuition rate (15% discount) on all online graduate and Master’s degree programs in Applied Health Economics & Outcomes Research, Population Health, Health Policy and Healthcare Quality & Safety.

TIP

AMCP’s Conference Buddy program is a “must do” if you are attending an AMCP meeting. Mentors and mentees both rave about how much they learn from the experience.

“AMCP membership benefits have given me several ways to take charge of my career. I have developed relationships with a synergistic group of professionals that have served me well in my career.”

Debbie Meyer, RPh
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2000
AMCP is dedicated to bringing members information on the hottest topics facing managed care pharmacy. As a member, you have access to numerous exclusive, free and discounted continuing education opportunities at your fingertips.

» **AMCP Learn**
AMCP Learn is the online learning platform for the managed care professional. It is your one-stop-shop for round-the-clock access to managed care continuing education. With over 50 free and reduced-rate programs for members, you are sure to find just the right program to further your knowledge. Some of our most popular topics include biosimilars, specialty drug trends, personalized medicine, pricing and emerging therapies.
[http://amcplearn.org](http://amcplearn.org)

» **Fundamentals of Managed Care Pharmacy Certificate**
AMCP Learn offers the Fundamentals of Managed Care Pharmacy Certificate Program, a comprehensive introduction to basic concepts in managed care pharmacy. Fifteen hours of educational content!
[www.amcplearn.org](http://www.amcplearn.org)

» **AMCP Foundation**
By facilitating innovative research and providing educational opportunities to learn about managed care pharmacy, AMCP’s 501(c)3 philanthropic arm invests in the future of managed care. The Foundation exists to advance knowledge about the factors that affect patient outcomes, and to provide insights into the practice of managed care pharmacy. The Foundation programs include: Emerging Trends in Health Care, Research Symposia, Best Poster Competitions, National P&T Competition, Student Internships, Steven G. Avey Award and health & wellness activities at AMCP National Meetings.
[www.AMCPFoundation.org](http://www.AMCPFoundation.org)
AMCP’s Webinar Series and Archives

AMCP’s webinar series brings the hottest topics of the day to you! Members hear managed care pharmacy’s leading speakers discuss the issues our profession needs to understand — and at no cost to you as an AMCP member. Many webinars also provide CE for pharmacists, physicians and nurses. AMCP’s webinar archives include recordings of past webinars and are available to members at any time. Past webinars include:

- ICER: Payer perspectives on the use and usage of ICER reports
- What’s Next for Specialty Medication Benefit Design and Reimbursement — Proceedings from the AMCP Partnership Forum
- Digital Therapeutics: What Are They and Where Do They Fit in Pharmacy and Medical Benefits — Proceedings from the AMCP Partnership Forum

Find more information on the Webinar Series — including future topics and how to register — at www.amcp.org/calendar

“The knowledge I’ve gained from AMCP publications and webinars, in addition to the professional connections I’ve formed at events, have allowed me to elevate my status as a thought leader. AMCP allows me to stay current in an ever-changing healthcare landscape.”

Hosain Aghamoosa, PharmD
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2016
Take the Next Steps — Get Involved!

AMCP is a member organization, and volunteers play an important role in our success. Members who are actively involved in AMCP find it a rewarding experience both personally and professionally. Learn more at www.amcp.org/volunteer.

» **AMCP Committees**
AMCP Committees are the building blocks of the organization. Committees cover a wide variety of areas — from Educational Affairs to Professional Practice. Committee Service is a minimum of one year. The Call for Committee Service is sent to all AMCP members in September. www.amcp.org/committees

» **AMCP National Meetings**
There are numerous ways to volunteer at AMCP’s national meetings! Individuals can submit a proposal through AMCP’s call for proposals, volunteer to moderate a session, act as a conference buddy, or work in the AMCP booth! www.amcpmeetings.org
» **JMCP Peer Review and Author**

JMCP has several opportunities for members to become involved. Members may submit a manuscript or a letter to the editor for consideration. Individuals may also want to consider becoming a peer reviewer.

» **AMCP Diplomats**

AMCP Diplomats are members who volunteer to work with schools/colleges of pharmacy as a resource on managed care pharmacy. Diplomats work to raise faculty awareness of AMCP, as well as expose students to career opportunities in managed care and enhance communications between the schools and local AMCP members.

**TIP**

Consider becoming a volunteer at a national meeting or *JMCP* reviewer, as both are time-limited volunteer opportunities that are important to AMCP.

» **AMCP Champions**

AMCP Champions are members who share with their colleagues and peers the benefits and value of AMCP membership, and bring new members on board. Members who commit to making a difference are recognized by AMCP as a Champion. See AMCP’s Champion Hall of Fame on our website. [www.amcp.org/champion](http://www.amcp.org/champion)
AMCP Board of Directors

The AMCP Board of Directors establishes AMCP’s direction on a wide range of issues, including legislative and regulatory positions, membership initiatives and strategic planning. Nominations for the board are due annually in September.

State Advocacy Coordinators (S.A.C.)

This program’s goal is to develop a national grassroots network of AMCP members who monitor state legislation and advocate on behalf of AMCP at the state level. AMCP’s goal is to have at least one State Advocacy Coordinator in each state.

“Volunteering has put me in touch with many knowledgeable and influential key leaders in managed care pharmacy. I couldn’t make these contacts without being involved in AMCP.”

Deb Schering Curry
AMCP VALUED MEMBER SINCE 2003
Corporate Opportunities

AMCP has numerous ways for your company to connect with AMCP and to reach managed care professionals. Below are just a few!

» Corporate Membership
When you need to reach the decision makers in managed care pharmacy, there is no better choice than AMCP. And there is no better start to that outreach than becoming an AMCP Corporate Member! AMCP Corporate Membership benefits your company in many ways. Besides demonstrating its commitment to managed care pharmacy, corporate membership gives you access to the top leaders and decision-makers in managed care pharmacy. AMCP recognizes and thanks our Corporate Members in numerous ways via print and web media and in person events — giving you the visibility you desire. www.amcp.org/corporatemembership

» AMCP Corporate Training Programs
AMCP’s cutting edge training programs are tailored to address the needs of the pharmaceutical medical and sales and marketing teams in a very dynamic health care market. The programs are designed to facilitate collaboration and partnership between health care stakeholders at the local, regional and national level.

» AMCP Market Insights Program
The Market Insights Program brings key opinion leaders to discuss current and pipeline treatment options in various disease states. The full-day program allows members to obtain the newest information on current and pipeline treatments, as well as engage in discussions with peers regarding the issues, challenges and varied approaches to category management. www.amcp.org/Corporate_Opportunities

Plus, opportunities to sponsor, exhibit, advertise, host a webinar, and participate in forums. For more information go to www.amcp.org/Corporate_Opportunities.
MISSION
To improve patient health by ensuring access to high-quality, cost-effective medications and other therapies

Questions? Contact memberservices@amcp.org